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rights in Alsace. It incited foreign peoples to rise against their
masters. It engaged in subversive propaganda against other
States. All this, however, the old monarchical Governments
could have dealt with, by patience, by firmness, by invoking
the respect for law, and the power of public opinion and the
law of nations. These Governments, however, believed that
they could check and change Revolutionary France by war.
They had always reserved to themselves tie claim to make
war as a means of carrying out policy which they could not
achieve, or could not achieve quickly enough, by peaceful
means. This was the great defect of the eighteenth century.
Although peaceful, especially in its later years, it had never
eliminated the idea of war, had never really tried to do so.
Frederick the Great seemed to have demonstrated that war
could pay; that by war you could carry into effect high policy.
The Partition of Poland, which was a supreme act of war,
seemed with equal cogency to prove this. So when the French
Revolutionary State refused to listen to arguments, to protests,
to appeals on behalf of law and reason, the old monarchical
Governments, Austria, Prussia, and other princes of the Empire
—the traditional representatives of international order and
stability—set war in motion in order to enforce their poEcy.
They set their armies marching into France. The French
resisted, met the invaders at Valmy on September 20, 1792,
won the battle (to the surprise of all Europe), and cleared
France of the invaders. Peace was still just possible, as it
always is when the first bolt of war has been shot, the first
battle lost and won. There is inevitably a pause, while the
armies arebeingrefitted, and here negotiation can intervene; but
if this moment is not seized by diplomacy for a peaceful move,
the armies take up the struggle again, and this time for a
fight to a finish. The war becomes a war of attrition, and goes
on until one side or both are ruined.
Goethe, then thirty-three years old, was present at the battle
of Valmy. In his Campagne in Frankreick he described how
the officers viewed the check which the Allied forces had
received. " People avoided each other's glances. We could

